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0. Introduction 
In [ 11, Buss introduced theories Si, Tk, U :, Vi in bounded arithmetic, which 
correspond to the computational classes in polynomial hierarchy, PSPACE and 
EXPTIME, and noted that the separation problem of these theories is one of our most 
important open questions. 
We believe with many other people that the separation problems of bounded 
arithmetic are essentially the same problems as the separation problems of computa- 
tional classes and that the solutions of one side will result in the solutions of another 
side, although the only known result in this relation is the following result in [6]. 
T;_S’;t’ implies C f+ 2 = IZf+,, and thus the collapse of S2 implies the collapse of 
the polynomial hierarchy. 
The separation problems are notorious for their difficulty. However the situation is 
quite different for the relativized case, i.e. it is shown in [7] and also in [4] that there is 
an oracle A such that PHA (i.e. the polynomial hierarchy with an oracle A) does not 
collapse, and using this result, T’;(a) # $+‘(a) is proved in [6], where T;(a) and 
SF ‘(a) are obtained from T: and Sy I, respectively, by introducing the second-order 
free variable CI. This part of the separation problems was completed by the result 
S:(m) # T;(a) in [S]. 
Like we think in physics that the basic principles are the principles on elementary 
particles, so we believe that the intrinsic nature of bounded arithmetic is hidden in 
very weak systems of bounded arithmetic. As for the classes of computational 
complexity the following classes below P are getting more and more attention now: 
In [3] first-order theories TAC’, TNC’ and TLS are introduced. TAC’, TNC’ and 
TLS correspond to AC’, NC’+ ’ and LSPACE, respectively. TAC is the union of TAC’ 
and corresponds to AC. Since theories are weaker than Buss system S: which 
corresponds to P, we call these theories together with related theories weak bounded 
arithmetic. 
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In this paper we prove the following separation results in weak bounded arithmetic: 
(1) separation of TLS(cr) and TAC’(cc); 
(2) separation of TAG(a) and S:(a); 
(3) separation of TNC’(cr) and TAC’+‘(cl). 
Here TAG’(a), TLS(cr), TNC’(cr) and TAC(cr) are obtained from TAC’, TLS TNC’ 
and TAC, respectively, by introducing a free second-order variable ~1. 
We use the terminology of [l] and [3]. 
1. Separation of TLS(a) and TAG’(a) 
First we review the theories TACO and TLS. See [3] for the details. The language of 
TACO consist of 
0, 1, +, 2’y’.x, L 1x1, X#Y, Lb], MSP, 6, 
where the defining axioms of MSP are 
MSP(a, 0) = a, MSP(a, i + 1) = Lf MSP(a, i)]. 
Remark. The multiplication is not in the language, although the special case of 
multiplication of the form 2lYl .xisinthelanguage.SincelxJ.(y( = lx#yl I l,lxl.lyj 
can be used in the theory. 
Bit(i, a) can be defined as 
mod 2(MSP(u, i)), 
wheremod2(u)=u-2~L~u]and2~u=u+u. 
Let T be a theory in bounded arithmetic. A formula is said to be essentially sharply 
bounded in T (abbreviated by esb in T or simply esb) if it belongs to the smallest 
family % satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) Every atomic formula belongs to 9. 
(2) % is closed under Boolean connections. 
(3) % is closed under sharply bounded quantifications. 
(4) If A(& x) and B(Zi, x) belong to % and 
T k 3x f s(d) A($ x) 
and 
T I- c < s(d), d < s(d), A(& c), A(& d) -+ c = d, 
where A is al,..., a, and c and d do not occur in s(a) and A@, x), then 
3x < s(i?i)(A(i& x) A B(Si, x)) and Vx < s(St)(A(& x) 3 B(Zi, x)) belong to %. 
The axioms of TACO are the defining axioms of the basic functions and predicates of 
the language of TACO and the following axioms and inference. 
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(1) Bit-extensionality axiom 
Ial = lbl, Vi < )al(Bit(i, a) = Bit(i, b)) + a = b. 
(2) Bit-comprehension axioms 
3y < 2’“’ Vi < Jsl(Bit(i, y) = 1 -A(i)), 
where ,4(i) is esb. 
(3) esb-LIND 
A(u), I’ + A, A(a + 1) 
N%~+A,4ld) ’ 
where A(u) is esb and a satisfies the eigenvalues condition, i.e. a does not occur in the 
lower sequent. 
In [a], Clote showed that a coding of short sequences can be done in AC’. This 
coding theory of short sequences can be carried out in TACO as shown in [3]. 
Especially the following predicates and functions are defined as esb-formulas and 
esb-definable functions in TACO. 
Seq(w): w is a code of a sequence. 
Len(w) = /?(O, w): the length of a sequence w. 
SqBd(b, d): an upper bound of the sequences with length < IdI whose components 
have length < I bl. Actually SqBd(b, d) = (b#d). 21dl. 
/3(i, w): ith component of a sequence w. 
right(w): the length of components of a sequence w is <[right(w)/. 
The theory TLS is obtained from TACO by introducing the following esb-WSN 
(weak successive nomination): 
b < Ik(st)l + 3 !x < Ik(a)l A(j, zi, b, x) 
s d I /@)I + 3 w < SqBd(k(d), t)(Seq(w) A right(w) = k(Z) 
A Len(w) = Jtl A p(1, w) = s 
A V < IW > 0 = 4, & B(j, 4, B(j + 1, 4)) 
TLS(c() is obtained from TLS by introducing a second-order free variable ~1. 
We consider the case that c( satisfies the following axiom: 
+3x < a c((s, x), (1) 
4s, ti), a(s, t2) + tl = r2. (2) 
In this case, we can introduce a new function symbol f satisfying 
-+ f(s) d a (3) 
and replace CL(S, t) by r = f(s). Therefore we can consider TLS(f) with (3) in the place 
TLS(c() with (1) and (2). 
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We denote TLS(f) with (3) by TLS(j). We define TAC’ later but TAC’(f) with (3) 
is denoted by TAC’(f) and we are going to separate TLS(f) and TAC’( f). 
What we need to know about ?iAC’(f) is only the fact that the following sequent S1 
if provable in TAC?(f). 
+ 3 w < SqBd(a, Ia I)(Seq(w) A right(w) = a 
A /?(l, w) = 0 A Len(w) = 11 a 11 
A Vi < Ila 11 (i > 0 3 fl(i + 1, w) = f(j3(i, w)))) 
We will prove that S1 is not provable in ?;LS(f). 
Suppose that S1 were provable in TLS(f) and let PO be a proof of S1 in TLS. 
Without loss of generality we assume that PO is normal in the following sense. 
(1) PO is free cut free and in free variable normal form in the sense of Section 4.4 
in [l]. 
(2) Let 3 be an enumeration of all free variables in PO other than a satisfying the 
condition that if the elimination inference for bi is below the elimination inference for 
bj then i < j. There exists an assignment ti(a) for bi satisfying the following conditions. 
If the elimination inference of bi is 
A(bi)p r + A, A(bi + 1) 
A(O),r~A,A(lt(b,,...,bi-,,U)l) 
or 
bi G t(bly..., bi- 1, U), A(bi), r + A 
3x < t(bl,..., bi-l,U) A(X),r + A 
or 
bi < t(bl,..., bi- 1, U), r + A, A(bi) 
r~A,V~~t(bl,...,bi_1,U)A(x) 
then bl < tl(U)y..., bi-1 < ti-l(U)+t(b,,...y bi- I, U) < ti(u) is provable without 
using logical inference, induction, or any free variables other than bl, . . . , bi- 1, a. 
(3) Every formula in PO is either esb or of form 3x < t A(x), where A(x) is esb. 
Now we introduce function symbols and simplify the proof PO. 
(1) If the bit-comprehension axiom 
3y < 21s@)l Vi < ls(a)l(Bit(i, y) = 1 ++A(& i)) 
is used in PO, then we introduce a new function symbol g l”@)‘(a) together with axioms 
--f gl$@l(d) < 2l”@)l, 
+ Vi < js(d)l(Bit(i, gA t”@“(a)) = 1 t, A(& i)). 
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(2) If esb-WSN of the form 
b d lk(st)l + 3!x < Ik(d)l A(j, St, b, x) 
s < [k(a)1 + 3w < SqBd(k(Z), t)(Seq(w) 
A right(w) = k(d) A Len(w) = I t( A /3(1, w) = s 
A V < Itl(j > 0 = 4.i 4 P(j + 1, w)))) 
is used in PO then we introduce a new function symbol ga -‘k(a)‘(& s, t) together with the 
following axioms: 
s < lk(@l + &‘““($ s, t) < SqBd(k(Z), t), 
s < I k(a)1 + Seq($k(a)‘(& s, t)), 
s 9 Ik(ii)l -+ right($k(a)‘(& s, t)) = k(Z), 
s < Ik(d)l + Len(J’k(a)‘(& s, t)) = Itl, 
s < I k(ii)l + /Y(l, gz’a”(& s, t)) = s, 
s < I k(a)1 + V < I tl( j > 0 = A( j, ii, B( j, i@% s, t)))). 
(3) If + 3!x < s(d) A(& x) is proved in PO in order to construct new esb formulas, 
then we introduce a new function symbol g$‘) together with the following axioms: 
+ $$a)l(7f) < s(d) and + A(& ~$$~)‘(d)). 
g$@)‘, J?@)‘, &@)’ are called g-functions. By introduction of these function symbols 
and axioms on them, we can replace all esb formulas by sharply bounded formulas. 
The proof obtained from PO by this transformation is denoted by Pi. 
We substitute a large natural number m for a. The proof obtained from Pi by this 
substitution is denoted by P. We say that a term of the form I t(a)1 is small. Therefore 
the number of the form It(m)1 is also small. From now on every free variable is 
assumed to have some bound t(a) originally, and therefore a bound t(m). 
Now we are going to assign a certain type of function to terms and formulas in P. 
For this purpose, we define a family W of functions as the smallest family satisfying 
the following conditions and simultaneously define nov(h) “the number of occurrences 
of variables in h”, nft(h) “the number of f-terms of h”, and f-deg(h) “the degree of h” for 
a function h in W. 
(1) A projection function pi(ai, . . .) a,) = ai and a constant function 
C&l,..., a,) = co for a natural number co is in W, where nov(pi) = 1, nft( pi) = 0, 
f-deg(pJ = 0, nov(c,) = 0, nft(c,) = 0, and f-deg(co) = 0. 
(2) Ifhi(A),. h,(4 are in W and r is small and there exists a polytime computable 
function p such that 
h(d) = p(k (a-), . . . , W4), 
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then h(sf) is in W. In this case h,(a), . . . , h,(A) are called components of h(d). nov(h), 
nft(h), and f-deg(h) are defined by the following equations: 
nov(h) = nov&) + ... + nov(h,), 
nft(h) = nft(hJ + ... + nft(h,), 
f-deg(h) = max(f-deg(h&. . ., f-deg(h,)). 
(3) If h’(d) is in W, so is h(a) = f@‘(a)). In this case nov(h) = nov(h’), nft(h) = 
nft(W) + 1, and f-deg(h) = f-deg(h’) + 1. 
A subfamily 5 of W is said to be normal if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) If h is 9 and Al,..., h, are its components, then h1 ,..., h, are in Ft. 
(2) nov(9) = maxhe nov(h) is small. 
(3) nft(F) = max,& nft(h) is small. 
(4) f-degree(S) = rnaxhEF f-deg(h) is a natural number independent of m. 
(5) 19 1 is small. 
For 9, we define 9’ by the equation Fi = {he 9 1 f-deg(h) < i}. 
A normal family 9 is called a normal family for a function h if h is in 9. A normal 
family 9 is called a normal family for a formula A(A) if there exists h(d) E B such that 
h is a characteristic function of A(d). 
We are going to define a normal family for every g-function, every formula, and 
every term in P. First we make preliminary discussions. 
(1) Let 9,,, and Fh, be normal families for hi(ai,..., a,) and hz(bl,..., b,), respec- 
tively. Let h(bl ,..., b,, a1 ,..., a,) = hl(h2(bl ,..., b,), a2 ,..., a,,). Then a normal family 
5* for h is defined to be {h;(h2(bl,..., b,))j W(a,)~~,,,}uF,,,u~~,. Obviously the 
following equations hold: 
(a) f-deg(%) G f-deg(&J + f-deg(%,). 
(b) nov(9,J < (Nov(Sj,) + l)(nov(P,,,) + 1). 
(c) nft(Ph) < nft(Sh,) + nov(&,).nft(Fh,). 
(d) I&l G 2135,l + L%,l. 
Therefore Yh is obviously normal. 
(2) Let F,,, and Fh, be normal families for h1 (al,. . . , a,) and h2(al,. . . , a,), respec- 
tively. Let A be hl(al ,..., a,) < h2(al ,..., a,). We define a polytime computable 
function <(a, b) by the following: 
(a) < (a, b) = 1 iff (a < b). 
(b) < (a, b) = 1 v < (a, b) = 0. 
Then the characteristic function for A is <(hi (aI, . . ., a,,), h2(al,. . . , a,)). Therefore 
a normal family for A is constructed by the method of (1). 
(3) Let 9” and FB be normal families for formulas A and B, respectively. Let C be 
A A B. Let h,(zl)~ 9-A and h2(@~PB express A and B, respectively. We define a poly- 
time computable function A (a, b) by the following conditions: 
(a) r\(a,b)=liffa=lAb=l. 
(b) A (a, b) = 1 v A (a, b) = 0. 
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Then C is expressed by A (h,, (a), hz@)). Therefore a normal family for C is construc- 
ted by the method of (1). 
(4) The construction of normal families for A v B and 1 A from normal families %* 
and %B for A and B is done in the same way as in (3). 
(5) Let %r be a normal family for A(b, a). We are going to define a normal family 
for 
3.x < Is(a)/ -4(x, d). 
LetAbeaI,..., a, and ai has a bound ti(a) originally, and therefore a bound ti(m). Then 
one can easily compute a small number 13 1 which is a bound for 1 s(d)l. Let 
P@,,..., algl, b) be a polytime computable function such that ~(a,,,..., alsl, b) = 1 iff 
there exists ai with i < b such that ai = 1. Let h,(b, a)~%~ express A@, a). Define 
%I (i) to be a normal family obtained from %I by substituting i for b in the functions in 
%I. Then 3x d Is(?f)l A(x,d)isexpressed by the function h(d) =~(h~(O,a),...,h,(l~l,a), 
I@)[) and % = {h(d)} u%r(O)u ... ~%~(lZl)u{ls’(~)l} u{O,..., ISI} is a normal 
family for 3x < Is(it)I ,4(x, d). Obviously the following hold: 
(a) f-deg(%) = f-deg(%r). 
(b) nov(%) < 2(lfl + l)nov(%r) + 2n. 
(c) nft(%) < 2(ls”l + l)nft(%r). 
(d) I%“1 < (Is”1 + l).l%ll + 3. 
Obviously % is a normal family. 
(6) A construction of a normal family for Vx < Is(a)I ,4(x, d) from a normal family 
for A(b, d) can be done in the same way as in (5). 
(7) Let %r be a normal family for A(& b) and hI (b, sf) E %, express A(& b). Let d be 
a,,..., ~1, and ai originally has a bound ti(a) and therefore has a bound ti(m). Then one 
can easily compute a small number ISI which is a bound for Is(Zf)(. Let ~(a,,, . . . , alsl, b) 
be a polytime computable function satisfying Vi < )bl(Bit(i, ~(a~,. ., alsl, b)) 
= 1 Hai = 1). Then ga l”(‘)@) is expressed by 
P(hl(O, a),..., hl3lCOY d), 4 a)). 
Therefore the construction of a normal family for g $(@‘(a) is obtained in the same way 
as in (1) or (5). 
(8) Let %I, %2, %S and %d be normal families for A(j, S?, i, iz), k(A), s(a) and t(a), 
respectively, and h,(j, d, iI, iZ)e%l, h2(d’)~%2, h3(d)~%3 and h,(d)~%, express 
A(j, a, i, i2), I#), s(d) and t(a), respectively. As before, there exist small numbers lx I 
and It’1 which are bounds for ]I@)( and I@)l, respectively. Then let h(a) be a polytime 
computable function which computes w satisfying the following condition from 
{h,(j, & iI, iz) I j G If I and h, i2 G Ikl) u {W), MO Wi)). 
h(4 G Ih(a) w G SqWUZf), h(d))~ Seq(w) 
A right(w) = h,(d) A Len(w) = lh4@)( A /I(l, w) = h,(d) 
A V < IWW > 0 = h,(.k it, BLL 4, B(j + 1,~)) = 1. 
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Then h(d) obviously expresses gA ‘k(d)$?, s(d), t(d)). Therefore a normal family for 
&‘““(d, s(d), t(d)) is constructed in the same way as in (1) or (5). 
(9) Now we are going to construct a normal family for #ja)(a). Therefore we 
consider the part D of P ending to + 3!y < t(a) A($ y). We assume that for every 
g-function appearing in D a normal family has already been constructed. 
Since P is a free cut free proof, every formula in D is either sharply bounded or 
3y 6 t(2) A(& y) in a succedent. Thus 3y d t(d) A(d, y) in D is called a VIP (very 
important principal) formula in D. Let r -+ A be a sequent in D. We may assume that 
r + A is of the form 
r+3y<t(A)A(ii,y),...,3y<t(ii)A(d,y),A* or T-A*, 
where 3y < t(a) A(& y) is VIP and r and A* consist of sharply bounded formulas. We 
construct a sequent 
r -+ Sl d t(d) A A(& s1) ,...) s, d t(d) A A@, s,), A* 
which is true and r is small (I = 0 if A = A*) and f-degrees of normal families of 
formulas and terms in this sequent have an upper bound independent of m. 
We prove this by induction on the number of inferences to r + A in D. 
If r + A is an initial sequent in D, then it is obvious since normal families for all 
g-functions in it have been constructed. Therefore we assume that r + A is not an 
initial sequent in D. Therefore we discuss the case according to the last inference I to 
r + A. The only nontrivial case is the case that I is of the form 
B(b), r -+ A, B(b + 1) 
Here dis al,..., a, and B is sharply bounded. If there are no VIP formulas in A, then 
there are no problems for constructing normal families for all formulas and terms in 
B(O), r + A, B( It(d) Now suppose that A has a VIP formula 
3Y G t(d) 44 Y) 
and by the induction hypothesis we have the sequent 
B(b), r + A*, s,(b) < t(si) A A(& s,(b)) ,..., s,(b) < t(d) A A(& s,(h), B(b + 1)) 
and normal families for all formulas and terms in this sequent whose f-degrees have an 
upper bound independent of m. As before It’(d)1 has a small bound 12’1. Then the 
following sequent is true: 
B(O), J- + A*, WlfGVl), 
SI@) < t(a) A A(@), Q(o)),..., s,(o) < t(d), s,(o), 
%(lt”‘l) < @)A A(t(d), Si(lf’l)),..., %(lt”‘l) d @)A A(@), S,(lf’l)). 
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Since Y .( Jt”J + 1) is small and it is obvious that the f-degree of the normal families 
for all formulas and terms in this sequent has a bound independent of m, our 
construction is done. 
Now we come to the end sequent of D 
+ 3y < t(d) A(& y). 
We have constructed a true sequent S 
and normal families for all formulas and terms in S such that I is a small number and 
f-degrees of those normal families have a bound independent of m. 
Now we denote ~~(0) ,..., s,(O) ,..., si(lt”‘() ,..., s,(l?l) by ;I, . . . . &. Then @‘(“‘(Z) is 
expressed by the function h(a) defined by the equation 
if s1 < t(d) A A@, gl), 
h(d) = 
ifi& ,< t(a-)AA(d,&))A& <t(a)AA(ii,s”,), 
if 1 (& < t(d) A A(& 51)) A ... Al (ir_ 1 < t(a) A &i, &_ 1)). 
From this, it is easy to construct a normal family for #ja$i). 
Theorem 1. TLS(f) d oes not prove the following sequent S(a): 
+ 3w < SqBd(a, lal)(Seq(w) A right(w) = a A /?(l, w) = 0 
A Vi -c (I a )I (0 < i 1 p(i + 1, w) = f (jz?(i, w)))) 
Proof. Suppose S(a) is provable in TLS( f). Let P be the previously discussed proof of 
the following sequent S(m): 
-3w <K~A(w,rn), 
where A(w, m) is 
Seq(w) A right(w) = m A j?(l, w) = 0 A Vi < 11 m /I (0 < i 2 /?(i + 1, w) = f (b(i, w))) 
and ti is SqBd(m, I m I). 
Let Do be the last part of P where all the axioms on g-functions are considered to be 
initial sequents. Then all formulas in Do are sharply bounded or 3w d fi A(w, m) in 
a succedent and a normal family for every g-function in Do has been constructed. 
A formula 3w < 6 A(w, m) in a succedent in D,-, is called a VIP formula in D,,. 
Let r + A be a sequent in Do. We may assume that r -+ A is of the form 
T+A” ,..., &A* or T-A*, 
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where A is VIP and r and A* consist of sharply bounded formulas. We construct 
a true sequent 
r-,sl<l~A(s,,m) ,..., ~~<Ijt~A(s,,m), A*, 
where r is small (r = 0 if A = A*) and f-degrees of normal families of all formulas and 
terms in this sequent have an upper bound independent of m. As before in (9), this is 
easily done by induction on the number of inferences to r -+ A in D,,. 
By going to the end sequent of Do, we have 
where r is a small number and there exist normal families for all formulas and terms in 
the sequent such that f-degrees of these normal families have an upper bound 
independent of tn. 
From this, we can easily find s with s < ti A A(s, m) such that s has a normal family 
B whose f-degree 1 is independent of m. Moreover we may assume that 9 does not 
have any free variable since the last sequent of &, has no free variables. We denote 
a constant of 9 expressing s by s itself. 
Let 4 be the elements of 9 whose f-degree <i. Without loss of generality we 
assume that 0 and m are members of go. Let PO be (0 < n2 < ... < n,o} where r. is 
a small number. Let Ni = pn(n$Fo). Then N1 < m since r. is small. 
Let e1 be the assignment of f(O), f(n2),..., f(n,,) by 
f(0) = f(nJ = ... = f(n,,) = I$. 
Let 9, = {t 1,. . . , cl,}. Then the assignment cl decided the values oft l,. . . , t,, which are 
denoted by CT’,..., tF,l and we denote {t;‘,..., tFll} by 5;‘. Let N2 = pn(n$F;‘). We 
define the assignment rs2 in 5;’ by 
f(n)=N2 ifnEgb’-$o 
= Ni if nEpo. 
Repeat this procedure up to 1, i.e. we define of in 4. Then s”’ satisfies 
SC’ < ti A Ao(f’, m) 
by defining f(n) = NC+1 if nEsyi - SpL<_;’ and Ni+l = pn(n$YT!). 
Then S”’ must be of the form 
(f(O),f’(O),...,f”““-‘(O)). 
This is a contradiction since only the values f(O), . . . . f’(0) are decided. 
2. Separation of TAG(a) and S:(u) 
First we review the theory TAC. See [3] for the details. 
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A formula is said to be a pure C”, formula (abbreviated by pCb,) if it is of the form 
3x1 d si . . . 3x, d s, A&xl,..., &I), 
where A(xl, . ., x,) is sharply bounded. 
A formula is said to be an essentially pure C”, formula (abbreviated by epCi) if it is 
of the form 
3x1 d Sl . . . 3x, 6 s, A(Xl)...) XJ, 
where ,4(x1 ,..., x,) is esb. 
The theory TAC is obtained from TACO by introducing the following epX:-BLIND 
where A(a) is an epCi formula and a satisfies the eigenvariable, i.e. a does not occur in 
the lower sequent. 
As in Section 1, we introduce a unary function symbol f to TAC and S: and prove 
the separation of TAC( f) and s:(f), where TAC(f) and g:(f) are obtained from 
TACO and S:(f), respectively, by introducing the axiom 
-+ f(s) < a. 
As is easily seen, the following sequent S, is provable in g:(f): 
-+ 3w < SqBd(u, u)(Seq(w) A right(w) = a 
A /?(l, w) = OA Len(w) = Ial 
A Vi < lul(i > 0 3 /?(i + 1, w) = f(/?(i, w)))) 
We will prove that S2 is not provable in ?;AC(j). 
Suppose that Sz were provable in TAC(f) and let PO be a proof of S2 in TACO. 
Without loss of generality we assume that PO is normal in the sense that PO satisfies (1) 
and (2) in the normality condition in Section 1 together with the following (3’). 
(3’) Every formula in PO is either esb or epXi. 
Again, we introduce g$(a)@) and $ ’ !@)‘(a) and simplify the proof PO. We do not use 
gT@))(d s t) this time. That is, by introduction of these function symbols and axioms 
on them,‘we can replace all esb formulas by sharply bounded formulas. The proof 
obtained from PO by this transformation is denoted by PI. We again substitute a large 
number m for a. The proof obtained from PI by this substitution is denoted by P. 
Again we say that the number of the form It(m)1 is small and every free variable is 
assumed to have some bound of the form t(u) originally, and therefore a bound r(m). 
In addition to the notion “small”, we need a notion “m-small” this time. A term 
which is bounded by a term of the form 2’1”“’ with a natural number 1 is called m-small, 
and therefore a term bounded by 21’ml’ is called m-small. 
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Again we are going to assign a certain type of function to terms and formulas in P. 
This time a family @ of functions is an extension of the previous family W. @ is 
defined to be the smallest family satisfying the following conditions. We also simulta- 
neously define nov(h), nft(h) and f-deg(h) for a function h in @. 
(1) pi and co in Section 1 are members of @ and the definitions of nov(pi), nft(pi) 
and f-deg(c,) are the same. 
(2) If hl@),..., h,(iZ) are in w and r is m-small and there exists a polytime 
computable function p such that 
then h(Z) is in @. In this case hi@), . . . , h&i) are called components of h(ZE). The 
definitions of nov(h), nft(h) and f-deg(h) are the same as before. 
(3) If h’(Z) is in m, so is h(a) = f@‘(d)). The definitions of nov(h), nft(h) and 
f-deg(h) are the same as before. 
A subfamily F of @ is said to be m-normal if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) If h is in F and hi,..., h, are its components, then hi ,..., h, are in 8. 
(2) nov(8) = maxhe nov(h) is m-small. 
(3) nft(8) = max,& nft(h) is m-small. 
(4) f-deg(P) = maxho f-deg(h) h as an upper bound of the form 11 m II '. 
(5) 191 is m-small. 
For 9,9’ is defined in the same way as before. 
An m-normal family 9 is called an m-normal family for a function h if h is in 9”. An 
m-normal family B is called an m-normal family for a formula A(d) if the character- 
istic function of A(d) is in 9:. Again we are going to define an m-normal family for 
every g-function, every formula, and every term in P. 
The previous constructions in (l)-(7) work also in the present case by simply 
changing normal to m-normal. However, for oj@(d) we need the following new 
construction. 
(9’) For the construction of an m-normal family for #)(a), we consider the part 
D of P ending to 
3!y d t(d) A@, y). 
We assume that for every g-function occurring in D an m-normal family has been 
already constructed. Since P is a free cut free proof, every formula in D is either 
sharply bounded or a PC”, formula. Let r -+ A be a sequent in D. We may assume that 
r -+ A is of the form 
3Y G s~(@A,(&y),..., 3y d s,(a)A,(Zi,y), I-* + A*3y < s;(d)B,@y),..., 
3Y G s:,@)B,$i), 
where A 1,. ., A,, B1,. ., B,., r*, A* are sharply bounded formulas. 
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We introduce new free variables bi, . . . . b, and construct a true sequent with 
m-normal function symbols from @: 
bi <sr(Z)~A,(Zi,b,) ,..., b,<s,(d)r\A,(d,b,),r* 
-+ A*, h&i,%) < s;(d)r\B,(d, h&i,%)) ,..., h,@,%) < s;@)r,B,&i, h&i,%)). 
There exists an upper bound of the form I/ m /If for f-degrees and an upper bound of the 
form 211”1” for nov, nft, and size of m-normal families for all formulas and terms in this 
sequent. 
We prove this by induction on the number of inferences to r + A in D. If r -+ A is 
an initial sequent in D, then it is obvious since m-normal families for all g-functions in 
it have been constructed. Therefore we assume that r + A is not an initial sequent in 
D. We discuss the case according to the last inference I to r + A. The only nontrivial 
case is the case that I is an epC!-BLIND. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that I is of the following form: 
3x 6 s(a’)A(x, a, c), 3x < s,@)B(x, d) -+3x 6 sa(d)C(X, d), 3x < s(d)A(x, a, c + 1) 
3x d s(a’)A(x, zi, O), 3x < s1 (d)B(x, a) -+ 3x < s*(a-)C(x, s2), 3x < s(d)A(x, a, )I t(d)ll) . 
By induction hypothesis, we have 
b 6 s(a) A A@, a, c), bl < s,(d) A B(bl, d) 
where 3 is b, bl and there exists an upper bound of the form II m (I l for f-degrees of 
m-normal families and an upper bound of the form 211”1’ for nov, nft, and sizes of 
m-normal families for all formulas and terms in this sequent. 
We denote this sequent by S(b, c). We make a cut between S(b, 0) and S(h(&$), 1) 
and have a sequent 
ro + CI, C2, A29 
where 
I-, is b 6 s(a) A A(b, a, 0), bl < s1 (ii) A B(bl, ii), 
Cl is /r&S) d Q(d) A C(h,(si,b), ii), 
C2 is h,(& h(d%), b2) 6 s2(d) A C(h,(& I@,%), b2), ii) and 
Al is h(& h(&%), b,) Q s(a) A A@(& h(ii,%), b2), ifi, 2). 
We denote h(Si, h(d%), b2) by t2. We define to to be b and tl to be h(St,J). 
Then we make a cut between this sequent and S(t,, 2) and get the sequent 
r. -+ c1, c2, c3, AJ, 
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where CJ is hi@, t2, b,) < s(?f)r\ C(h,(& tz, b,), sl) and AZ is h(a, tZ, b,) < s(d) A 
A(h(d, tl, bi), a, 3). Then we denote h(d, tZ, b,) by t3 and repeat this procedure. By 
repeating this k times we get r,, + Ci, Cz, . . . , Ck, Ak, where Ak is tk < S(d) A A(tk, d, k) 
and Ci is h,(& ti- 1, b,) d s(d) A C(h,(Tf, ti- 1, b,), il). NOW 11 t(d) I( has an upper bound 
of the form co 11 m 11, which we denote by r. We now define two members of @, & and E1, 
by the following equations: 
i 
to if II t(d) II = 0, 
tl if IIW)/I = 1, 
K(iI,S) = t2 if 11 t(a) I( = 2, 
I . 
I: t, if 11 t(d)II = r 
and 
1: h,(?f,t,,,b,) if TC~AT~~A ... AT~,_~, 
where~,isClvI/t(~)~I=O,~,isl~,Al~IIt(A)I/AC,,and~iisl~,A~~~ A 
let-iAi-l<IIr(d)I/ACifori<r.Thenwehave 
Therefore it suffices to show that both z, (a,%) and h(&b) have m-normal families 
whose f-degrees are bounded by the same II m 11 I’ and whose nov, nft, and sizes are 
bounded by 211”l’. 
It is easily seen that the f-degree of ti is bounded by i - II m )I *. Therefore t, is bounded 
byco-IImII’+’ and f-degrees of x and K, are bounded by (I m II ‘+ *. It is also easily seen 
that nov, nft, and sizes of ti are bounded by (2.2 ‘Imll’)i. Therefore for i = r it has 
a bound 21’“t”‘z. This concludes the induction. 
Now we come to the end sequent 
3~ G ~(4 A(& Y) 
and find that h’(Z) has an m-normal family and satisfies h’(a) < @)A A(& h’(?l)). 
We define fija)(sl) to be h’(Z). 
Theorem 2. TAC(f) does not prove the following sequent S(a): 
+ 3 w < SqBd(a, a)(Seq(w) A right(w) = a A /?(l, w) = 0 
A Len(w) = Ial 
A Vi < lal(i > 0) 3 fi(i + 1, w) = f(fi(i, w)))) 
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Proof. Suppose S(a) is provable in TAC(f). Let P be the previously discussed proof of 
the following sequent S(m): 
-+3w <liiA(w,m), 
where 61 is SqBd(m, m) and A(w, m) is 
Seq(w) A right(w) = m A p(1, w) = 0 A Len(w) = Irnl 
A Vi < Iml(i > 0 3 /?(i + 1, w) = f(P(i, w))). 
Let D,, be the last part of P where all the axioms on g-functions are considered initial 
sequents. All formulas in Do are either sharply bounded or PC!. 
Let r + A be a sequent in Do. We may assume that r + A is of the form 
3Y G sl(wl(4 Y),..., 3Y 6 M4A,(d, y), r* 
+A*,~Y <s;(W,(&y),...,3y <s:@)B,@,y), 
where Al ,..., A,, B1 ,..., B,,, f *, A* are sharply bounded formulas. 
As in (9’), we introduce new free variables bl, . . . . b, and construct a true sequent 
with m-normal function symbols from PI: 
b, ~sl(d)r\A,(A,b,),...,b,~s,(d)~A,(iE,b,),r* 
+ A*, h,(d,$) Q S;(ii.)AB,(ii, h&i,%)) ,..., h,@,%) 6 S:@)A B& h,@,s)), 
where there exists an upper bound of the form (I m II ’ for f-degrees and an upper bound 
of the form 21’“11’ for nov, nft, and sizes of m-normal families for all formulas and terms 
in this sequent. 
This can be done in the same way as in (9’). Therefore, by going to the end sequent 
of D,,, we have 
where s is an m-normal function. 
Let % be an m-normal family for s and f-deg(%) < I/ m 11’ and nov(%), nft(%), and 
1% I have an upper bound 21ml’. We may assume that % does not have any free 
variable since the last sequent of Do has no free variables. 
As before, let % be the elements of 9 whose f-degree < i. Without loss of generality 
we assume that 0 and m are members of %O. Let %0 be (0 < n2 < ... < qo> and 
N1 = pin (n$F,,). Then N1 < m since r, < 2’1”“’ < m. We proceed as before, i.e. let cr be 
the assignment of f(O), f(n2), . . . , f(n,) by 
f(0) = f(n2) = ... = f(n,) = N1. 
Let%I = {tl,..., t,,}. Then the assignment c1 decided the values of tI, . . . , t,, which are 
denoted by ty’,..., t;‘, and we denote {t;l,..., t;;} by %;I. Let N2 = pun (PI+%:‘). 
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We define the assignment a2 on Y;’ by 
Repeat this procedure up to 11 m \I’, i.e. define 5 on 9. Then sd satisfies 
s’ 6 5 A AO(sB, m) 
by defining f(n) = Ni + 1 if n E 9”’ - 97~~’ and iVi+ 1 = pn (n$Syi). 
Then sb must be of the form 
This is a contradiction since only the values f(O),..., fl’“l”(0) are decided and 
Ilmll’ < Id L 1. Cl 
3. Separation of TNC’(a) and TAC’+ ‘(a) 
First we review the theories TAC’ and TNC’. See [3] for the details. Let P be a proof 
in TAC. We define the rank of a sequent in P inductively as follows. The rank of P is 
defined to be the rank of the end sequent. 
1. The initial sequent is of rank 0. 
2. If the last inference to the sequent S is of the form v, then the rank of S is the 
maximum of ranks of S1 and S2. 
3. If the last inference to the sequent S is neither epCb,-BLIND nor esb-LIND and 
of the form 5, then the rank of S is equal to the rank of S’. 
4. If the last inference to the sequent S is epC:-BLIND of the form 
A(a), l- --) A, Ah + 1) 
WV, I- + 4 4 II t II) ’ 
then the rank of S is equal to I + 1, where r is the largest among the rank of the upper 
sequent of the inference and the ranks of proofs of two statements that A(a) is epEt. 
5. If the last inference to the sequent S is esb-LIND and of the form 
A(a), I- + A, A(u + 1) 
4O),r+A,4lU ’ 
then the rank of S is the largest among the rank of the upper sequent of the inference 
and ranks of proofs of two statements that A(u) is esb. 
6. If S is the bit-comprehension axiom of the form 
3y < 21s(a)I Vi < ls(a)l(Bit(i, y) = 1 c, A@, i)), 
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then the rank of S in the maximum of ranks of proofs of two statements that A($ i) 
is esb. 
A proof P in TAC is said to be a proof in TAC’ if every formula in P is ep,Xt and the 
rank of P is <i. 
The theory TNC is obtained from TAC by introducing the following esb-BSN 
(bounded successive mountain): 
b<k+Zl!y<kA(i,b,y) 
s < k + 3 w Q SqBd(k, t)(Seq(w) A right(w) = k 
A Len(w) = ItI A b(1, w) = s 
A Vi < Itl(i > 0 3 A(i, p(i, w), /I(i + 1, w))), 
where b satisfies the eigenvariable condition, i.e. b does not occur in the lower sequent, 
k is a numeral, A(i, s, y) is an esb formula, and b d k -+ 3y! d k A& s, y) is an 
abbreviation of the following two sequents St and S2: 
s,: b<k-+!ly<kA(i,b,y) 
and 
s*: b 6 k, A(i, b, c), A(i, b, d) + c = d A c < k, 
where c and d are distinct new variables. 
The definition of rank of proofs in TAC is extended to the proofs in TNC by 
stipulating the following clause. 
If y is an esb-BSN and S1 and Sz are of the above form, then 
rank(S) = max(rank(&), rank(S& r), 
where r is the maximum of ranks of two proofs to prove that A(i, b, c) is esb. 
A proof P in TNC is a TNC’-proof iff every formula in P is epXt in TNC and the 
rank of the end sequent of P is <i. 
As in Section 1, we introduce a unary function symbol f to TNC’ and TAC’+ ’ and 
prove the separation of TNC’( f) and TACT + l(f), where TNC~(J) and TAG+ l (f ) are 
obtained from TNC’(f) and TAC’+ ‘(f), respectively, by introducing the axiom 
+ f(s) < a. 
In this section, we denote the following formula by A’(w, a, b): 
Seq(w) A right(w) = a A fl(1, w) = min(a, b) A Len(w) = II a 11’ 
A Vi < I/ a I/ ‘(i > 0 I p(i + 1, w) = f(/!(i, w))). 
Theorem 3. The following sequent is provable in TAC’( f ): 
+ 3 w < SqBd(a, 2”““‘) A’(w, a, b). 
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Proof. We prove this by induction on 1. If 1 = 0, then the theorem is obvious. So we 
assume that the theorem holds for 1 and prove that the theorem holds for 1 + 1. From 
the induction hypothesis it follows that the following sequent is provable in TAC’(j): 
--f 3!w d SqBd(a, 2”““) A’(w, a, b). 
Let a(j) be 
3G < SqBd(SqBd(a, 2”““‘), 1 al), (Seq(G) A Len(G) = (Ia /I 
A right(G) = SqBd(a, 2”a”‘) 
A 3w < SqBd(a, 2”““‘)(,4*(w, a, b) A w = /IQ, 6) 
A Vi < 11 a lI(O < i < j 3 3w < SqBd(u, 2”a”‘)(A’(w, a, /?( /I a IIf, j?(i, 6)) 
A w = P(i + 1, +q))))) 
Then A”(j) is epCb, in ‘I’AC’(f). S ince A(O) is provable in TAC’(J-), A( (I a II ) is provable 
in TAC’+‘(f) by using epC:-BLIND. It is easily seen that 3w < SqBd(u, 21’1’+1) 
A’+ ‘(w, a, b) follows from J( II a II). So the theorem is proved. 0 
We will prove that 3 w < SqBd(u, 2”‘/‘+‘)A’+ ‘(w, a, b) is not provable in ?;NC’(f). 
Suppose that it were provable in TNC’(f) and let PO be a proof of it in TNC’(f). As 
in Section 2, we assume that PO is normal in the sense that PO satisfies (1) and (2) in the 
normality condition in Section 1 together with (3’) in Section 2. 
If esb-BSN of the form 
b < k -+ 3!y < k A(i, ii, b, y) 
s 6 k + 3 w 6 SqBd(k, t)(Seq(w) A right(w) = k 
A Len(W) = ItI A /?(I, W) = S 
A vi < Itl(i 3 0 3 A(i, iTi, P(i, w), /?(i + 1, w)))) 
is used in PO, then we introduce a new function symbol S:(si, s t) together with the 
following axioms: 
s 6 k +g;(Fi, s t) < SqBd(k, t), 
s < k -, Seq(g7k@, s, t)), 
s Q k + right(gk,(d, s t)) = k, 
s d k + Len(&(iS, s t)) = ltl, 
s d k -+ /I(l, J”,(& s t)) = s, 
s d k+Vi(ltl(i > 0 = A(j,&fi(j,&(dst)), P(j + l,&(&st)))). 
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Again by introduction of function symbols g$@“(d), jt(& s t), and $j(a)$i), we can 
replace all esb formulas by sharply bounded formulas. The proof obtained from PO by 
this transformation is denoted by Pi. We again substitute a large number m for a. The 
proof obtained from P1 by this substitution is denoted by P. Again every variable has 
a bound of the form t(m). 
Again we are going to assign functions in w to terms and formulas in P and to 
define an m-normal family for every g-function, every formula, and every term in P. 
We have J”,(St, s t) this time which was not treated in Section 2. However we can 
carry out the argument on ga -Ikca)@i s t) in Section 1 to j”,(si, s t) and it is obvious that , , 
we can construct an m-normal family for &(a, s t) from m-normal families of A, s, 
and t. 
Let r + A be a sequent in P. We assume that r -+ A is of the form 
+ A*, 3y < s;(A)B,(ii, y) ,..., 3y < sb@)B,@, y), 
where Al,. . ., A,, B1,. . ., B,,, r*, A* are sharply bounded formulas. 
We again introduce new free variables br , . . . , b, and construct a true sequent with 
m-normal function symbols from I?: 
bl < sl(a)~A,(Si, bl),..., b, 6 s,(?l)r\A,(d b,)J* 
+ A*, h&i,%) < s;(d) A B,(&i,S) ,..., h..(&%) < s;@) A B&i,%). 
Let r + A be in the TNC’( f) part of P. Then we can take hr , . . . , II,, such that there 
exist an upper bound of the form 2 lIm’I” for nov, nft, and sizes and an upper bound of 
the form co 11 m 11 i for f-degrees for all formulas and terms in this sequent. 
We prove this by induction on the number of inferences to r -+ A in P. If r + A is 
an initial sequent in the TNC’(f) part of P, then it is obvious. Therefore we assume 
that r + A is not an initial sequent in the TNC’(f) part of P. Therefore we discuss the 
case according to the last inference I to r -+ A. The only nontrivial case is the case that 
I is an epZb,-BLIND, where the upper sequent belongs to the TNC’(f) part of P and 
the lower sequent belongs to the TNC’+‘(f) part of P. Without loss of generality, we 
assume that I is of the following form: 
3x < s(Si)A(x, ii: c), 3x 6 s,(d)B(x, a) --t 3x < sz(@C(X, a’), 3x 6 s(a’)A(x, si, c + 1) 
3x < s(d)A(x, Zi, O), 3x < s,(d)B(x, a’) + 3x < S*(d)C(X, a), 3x d s(d)A(x, si, II t(a) 11)’ 
By induction hypothesis, we have 
b 6 s(a) A A@, 6 c), br G sr(d) A B(bl, a) 
+ h,(zi,%) < Q(d) A C(h,(si,%), a), h(i7,%) < S(d) A A(&&%), a, C + 1) 
where% is b, bl and there exist an upper bound of the form 21’“1”’ for nov, nft, and sizes 
of normal families and an upper bound of the form c1 I/ m II i for f-degrees of normal 
families for all formulas and terms in this sequent. 
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We define r,, C1 ,..., C,, to, . . . . t,, 5, h, as before and get 
r, + i;, (a,%) < s,(d) A C(E,(d,3), si), i;@,S) < s(d) A A(“h(&d), a, II t(d II). 
The previous argument shows that there exists an upper bound of the form 2”““” 
for nov, nft, and sizes of normal families for all formulas and terms in this sequent. 
It is easily seen that f-degrees oft 1,. . . , t, are bounded by cl r 11 m 11 i and therefore by 
cz II m II i+ l, where c2 is independent of m. From this it follows that there exists an upper 
bound of the form c3 II m )I i+ ‘, for f-degrees of normal families for all formulas and 
terms in this sequent. 
Theorem 4. The following sequent S(a) is not prooable in TNC’(f): 
+ 3 w < SqBd(a, 2 “,“‘+l) A’+‘(w, a, 0). 
Proof. Suppose S(a) is provable in TNC’(f). Let P be the previously discussed proof 
of the following sequent S(m): 
+3w <fiil+l(w,m,O), 
where fi is SqBd(m, 2 “,l’+‘). The discussion immediately before the theorem shows 
that there exists an m-normal term s such that 
+s <fiiAA’+‘(s,m,O) 
and the f-degree of the m-normal family 9 for s is <c II m II ‘. As before, we define 
4, N1, N,, . . ., q, cr2, . . . such that 
f(n) = Ni+l if neFyi - Frri and Ni+i = /~(n$Sy’). 
Repeat this procedure up to c II m IIf and define Z on 9. Then s’ satisfies 
s’ 6 61 A A’+ ’ (9, m, 0). 
Then sd must be of the form 
(f(o),f’(o),...,f”““‘+l_‘(O)). 
This is a contradiction since only the values f(O),.. . , f’““ii’(0) are decided and 
cllmll’< IIrn(I’+l 2 1. 0 
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